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Several variant forms of the melanocortin-1 receptor gene (MC1R) have been associated 
with red hair, fair skin and an increased risk for melanoma. Their involvement in melanoma 
susceptibility is apparently linked both to skin sensitivity and to non-pigmentary pathways. 
We investigated the frequency of the MC1R variants in the Italian region of Liguria, where 
the occurrence and penetrance of melanoma are low and primary susceptibility is 
characterized by prevalence of the CDKN2A c.301G>T [p.G101W] founder mutation. 
Additionally, we attempted to establish the frequency of the red hair/fair skin phenotype in 
our region. As predicted by anecdotal evidence, the frequency of red hair/phototype I  was 
very low (0.7%). Screening of 17 red-haired individuals and their red-haired relatives, 207 
controls and 214 melanoma patients unselected for hair color but all of Ligurian descent, led 
to the detection of  8 novel substitutions (c.133T>C [p.F45L], c.248C>T [p.S83L], c.332C>T 
[p. A111V], c.479G>A [p.R160Q], c.637C>T [p.R213W], c.793G>A [p. V265I], c.923C>T [p. 
T308M], c.943T>C [p.C315R]), 1 novel deletion (c.520_523delGTC [p.V174del]) and 3 novel 
synonymous variants (c.366G>C [p. V122V], c.684G>A [p. Q228Q], c.726C>T [p.T241T]). 
Preliminary genotype/phenotype correlation seems to indicate that other genes involved in 
the regulation of human pigmentation may mask the recessive action of high-penetrance 
MC1R alleles, thus determining the low frequency of at-risk phototypes and of incidence 
and/or penetrance of melanoma in Liguria. © 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Red hair is a condition that is caused by the synthesis of a high level of pheomelanin. Recently several variant 
forms of MC1R (MIM# 155555) have been associated with the recessive inheritance of this trait including the 
common p.R151C, p.R160W, p.D294H, and the less frequent p.D84E, p.R142H, p.I155T, c.86_87insA, and 
c.537_538insC alleles (Flanagan et al., 2000).  These variants have been defined as high-penetrance red hair alleles 
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compared to other common variants that are of low-penetrance, which include p.V60L, p.V92M and p.R163Q 
(Sturm et al., 2003a), whose association with phenotype is as yet unclear. The impact of MC1R variants on risk of 
melanoma has been found to be mediated largely through the action of high-penetrance alleles (Palmer et al., 2000; 
Kennedy et al., 2001) also independently of their effect on skin type. Indeed, recent studies have investigated the 
functional basis underlying the apparent relationship between common high-penetrance variants and 
melanomagenesis, indicating that they appear to alter cAMP signaling (Jimenez-Cervantes et al., 2001) and 
suggesting that the non-pigmentary pathway may be of critical importance in melanoma susceptibility or 
progression (Robinson and Healy, 2000). Functional tests have been performed on some MC1R variants (reviewed 
in Sturm et al., 2003a), but such data have not yet been reported on the majority of variant alleles of low 
population frequency. 

Very few data are currently available on the frequency of MC1R variants in the Italian population (Harding et 
al., 2000; Kanestky et al., 2001). In this study we focused on individuals from the north-western Italian region of 
Liguria. Ligurian melanoma families are characterized by a high prevalence of the CDKN2A c.301G>T 
(p.G101W) mutation, which we previously found to result from a single ancient event (Ciotti at al., 2000). 
Additionally, a significant subset of clinically sporadic Ligurian melanoma patients also carry that same CDKN2A 
mutation (Mantelli at al., 2001), apparently in contrast with reports on other countries (Bataille, 2000). Also, 
Liguria seems to be characterized by a slightly lower occurrence and penetrance for melanoma as compared to 
other European regions (Micheli et al., 2002) and with adjacent Italian regions (i.e. Tuscany, Emilia and Piedmont, 
data from local registries). With the future aim of gathering evidence on modifier genes that may be involved in 
p.G101W carriers and more generally in melanoma penetrance we set out to establish the frequency of MC1R 
variants in the general Ligurian population and in melanoma cases from this region. Moreover, as anecdotal 
evidence suggests that the frequency of red-haired individuals is very low in this region, we aimed at establishing 
the frequency of known and/or novel variants associated with red hair in the general population and in melanoma 
patients, and at understanding their penetrance in red hair and skin pigmentary traits.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to provide a quantitative estimate of the frequency of red hair and/or fair skin phenotype (phototype I) 
individuals in Liguria, 382 individuals, who were seen during an educational campaign for prevention of 
melanoma that was organized by the National Cancer Institute in Genoa in 2002, were examined by the same 
dermatologist. To qualify for enrollment the subjects had to be of Ligurian descent. They were not asked to 
provide blood samples for testing. As enrollment through the educational campaign could suffer from a selection 
bias, an additional group consisting of 390 first and second year Medical School students at the University of 
Genoa in 2002-2003 was phototyped. Skin typing was performed according to the Fitzpatrick skin typing system 
(Fitzpatrick, 1988). L'Oreal hair color swatches (blonde, fair, strawberry blonde, red, auburn, brown, black) were 
used to determine hair color. With the aim of evaluating the frequency of MC1R variants independently of their 
impact on phenotype we consecutively enrolled 207 controls of Ligurian descent regardless of hair color and 
phototype. The subjects were consenting spouses of cases studied in other, unrelated genetic studies (on hereditary 
hypercolesterolemia, inherited heart diseases, hypertension) or regular blood donors. Additionally, 214 consenting 
melanoma cases were consecutively enrolled at the National Cancer Institute in Genoa regardless of their family 
history between 1995 and 1999.  Seventeen red-haired unaffected individuals were also screened to investigate the 
presence of MC1R variants and their family members were enrolled if they were found to be redheads. Hair color 
was determined objectively in all red-haired subjects aged 21 or younger. Recall at age 21 was used for older 
subjects. 

MC1R product was amplified by PCR to generate 1019 bp product with primer MC1R F  
(CAACGACTCCTTCCTGCTTCC) and MC1R R (TGCCCAGCACACTTAAAGC). The PCR mix contained: 

60 to 80 ng DNA, 25 pmol primer, 200 mM dNTP, 1.5U AmpliTaq Gold with GeneAmp 10x PCR Buffer II 
(Applied Biosystems), 2 mM MgCl2 and 5 % DMSO in a 50µl reaction. The cycling conditions were: 9 minutes 
activation at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 50 seconds, 60°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 1 minute, and 10 
minutes at 72°C for final extension. The PCR products were purified by Montage PCR Centrifugal Filter Devices 
(Millipore) and 20 to 40 ng of template were sequenced with three primers generating overlapping product 
spanning the entire coding region (IR GTGCTGAAGACGACACTGG, IF2 ACCTGCAGCTCCATGCTGTCC, 
60R CAAGGCCAGGCAGCAGATGAAGCAG), using the BigDye Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit 
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(Applied Biosystems). The cycling conditions were: 10 seconds at 96°C followed by 25 cycles of 10 seconds at 
96°C, and 60°C for 4 minutes. Sequencing reaction products were loaded on an ABI PrismTM 3100 Genetic 
Analyzer (Applied Biosystem). 

One hundred controls were analyzed in double blind for 9 variants (p.V60L, p.D84E, p.V92M, p.R142H, 
p.R151C, p.I155T, p.R160W, p.R163Q, p.D294H) at the Institute for Molecular Bioscience, University of 
Queensland. MC1R genotyping was performed using a dot-blotting procedure described elsewhere.  Denaturated 
inner PCR reaction product was blotted onto Magna (MSI) nylon transfer membrane and was cross-linked under 
150 mj of UV energy. After this, the blot was prehybridized in 10 ml of TMAC hybridization buffer, which 
contained 3 M TMAC, 1 mM EDTA, 25 mM Na3HPO4 pH 6.8, 0.1% SDS, 5 x Denhardt's solution, and 0.1 mg/ml 
sonicated salmon sperm DNA for 1 hour at 42°C. After the addition of 50-100 µl of the γ-[32P]-radiolabeled probe, 
dot blots were left to hybridize overnight at 42°C. Unbound probe was removed by washing for 20 minutes at 50°C 
in 10 ml of TMAC wash buffer, consisting of 3 M TMAC, 1 mM EDTA, 25mM Na3HPO4 and 0.1% SDS. 
Genotypes were visualized using autoradiography (Palmer et al., 2000). The mutations were sequenced in both 
directions and reproducibly obtained from different extractions. 

For comparison of the allele frequencies in different groups, either Pearson's χ 2 test or Fisher's exact test was 
applied, depending upon which test was more appropriate. Odds ratio of having red hair was calculated relative to 
homozygous consensus alleles. 

 High-penetrance alleles were defined as “R” variants while low-penetrance alleles were defined as “r” variants 
(R= R142H, R151C, R160W, D294H; r=V60L, V92M, R163Q) (Sturm et al., 2003a). Mutations noted in the text 
with amino acid terminology are described also at the DNA level in Table 1. 

MC1R cDNA sequence from GenBank (Accession number AF 326275) was used as a reference sequence, 
where the A of the ATG translation initiation start site represents nucleotide +1. 
 

RESULTS 

Among the 382 individuals enrolled through the educational campaign for melanoma prevention we found 
about 1.8% red hair/phototype I (7/382), 24.9 % phototype II, 50.3 % phototype III, 23% phototype IV-V. Roughly 
0.7% of the Medical School students were phototype I and had red hair (2/390), 27.3% were phototype II (none of 
whom had red hair), 54 % were phototype III and 18% were phototype IV-V. While the former finding may be 
biased by the participants’ perception of having an at-risk phototype, the latter likely reflects actual distribution in 
the general Ligurian population.  

Because the number of redheads we found in the general Ligurian population was very low, we enrolled 17 
volunteers to establish whether the known R variants are very rare in this region or other, novel variants are present 
in this population. Subjects were enrolled for having red hair (of different shades) and being of Ligurian descent. 
Most subjects were found to be either compound heterozygotes or homozygotes for known R variants (p.R142H, 
p.R151C, p.R160W, p.D294H), 1 was a compound heterozygote carrying p.I155T/p.R151C (strawberry blonde 
hair/hazel eyes/phototype II) and 3 subjects were heterozygotes. Along with these variants which are known to 
lead to loss of function and for acting recessively, we also found the c.456C>A (p.Y152X), which has been 
recently described and leads to receptor truncation and presumably loss of function (John and Ramsay, 2002), and 
the novel variant c.520_523delGTC (deletion in frame of the 3 nucleotides). Two out of 17 individuals had red-
haired first-degree relatives. In Figure 1A the daughter of proband R4 (p.Y152X /p.R160W) had the same carrot 
red hair, the genotype p.Y152X/p.D294H and carried an additional third allele: the novel variant c.793G>A 
(p.V265I, GenBank accession number AY363627), possibly inherited from paternal branch. 

In Figure 1B the brother of proband R8 has the same auburn shade, and their parents are both black-haired 
p.D294H heterozygotes as per standard  Mendelian inheritance.  

We evaluated our small sample of 24 red-haired individuals (including both the 17 volunteers and the 7 
individuals found among cases and controls) for the risk of developing red hair associated with the common high-
penetrance MC1R alleles (p.R142H, p.R151C, p.R160W, p.D294H) and calculated the total raw odds ratio (OR = 
67.915 CI = 9.057-509.26) relative to homozygous consensus alleles. Fourteen MC1R variants leading to an amino 
acid substitution were detected among 207 controls unselected for hair and skin color (Table 1), 5 of which have 
not been described elsewhere [c.133T>C (p.F45L), c.248C>T (p..S83L), c.332C>T (p.A111V), c.479G>A 
(p.R160Q), c.943T>C (p.C315R); GenBank accession numbers AY363619, AY363620, AY363625, AY363621, 
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and AY363624 respectively] and appear to be very rare. All of these variants were in the heterozygous state, 
except for p.V60L which was detected in a few homozygous subjects. The same results relative to the 9 variants 
p.V60L, p.D84E, p.V92M, p.R142H, p.R151C, p.I155T, p.R160W, p.R163Q, and p.D294H were obtained by 
screening the control sample by ASO. 

 
1A 
 

1B 
 

 

[p.Y152X] R4 
[p.Y152X]+[p.R160W] 

[p.Y152X]+[p.D294H]+[p.V265I] [p.V92M]+[p.T314T] 

 

[p.D294H] [p.D294H] 

  R8 

[p.D294H]+[p.D294H] [p.D294H]+[p.D294H] 

 

 

Figures 1A and 1B: Family pedigrees. Probands marked by arrows. Red-haired family members illustrated as 
black-filled symbols. Novel variant p.V265I (GenBank accession number AY363627) is in bold type.  

 
Four novel MC1R variants were detected among the 214 melanoma cases (Table 1): p.F45L (also found among 

controls) c.520_523delGTC (found among red-haired controls), c.637C>T (p.R213W) and c.923C>T (p.T308M, 
GenBank accession numbers AY363622 and AY363623 respectively).  

We also detected 7 synonymous variants (p.L106L, p.Q233Q, p.I264I, p.T314T, c.366G>C (p.V122V), 
c.684G>A (p.Q228Q), c.726C>T (p.T241T)), the last 3 of which are as yet undescribed, not included in the coding 
region frequencies and were found separately in 3 individuals among cases, controls and red-haired subjects. 
Regarding the wild-type/variant allele frequency and genotype distribution, the Ligurian control group was in 
Hardy Weinberg equilibrium both for all variants taken together and for the R variants known to act recessively 
(Flanagan et al., 2000) (p=0.47, p=0.75). 

The frequency of all variants taken together and of R variants considered separately was significantly higher in 
cases than in controls leading to a significantly different distribution of genotypes (p=0.008, p=0.04). More 
specifically the presence of the wild-type/wild-type genotype was less frequent than R/R and wild-type/R 
genotypes in melanoma cases (p=0.05, p=0.05) while the r variants were 21.8 % among controls and 23.9% in 
cases. 

Among the 207 controls tested for MC1R variants (Table 1) we found 3 subjects who are compound 
heterozygotes for R variants (p.R151C/p.R160W; p.R151C/p.D294H; p.R142H/p.D294H). Of the 3, only the 
second has red hair and is phototype I, while the other two are phototype II and have light brown hair.  

Among the 214 melanoma cases, 10 were compound heterozygotes carrying two R variants; of these only 1 
(p.R160W/p.D294H) had red hair and was phototype I, another 4 had red hair but were phototype II. Hence, the 
total frequency of phototype I/red hair (2/421) was very similar to corresponding data obtained from phenotype 
screening of the general population.  
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No individual carrying the R/r genotype, either among cases or controls, was phototype I or had red hair. 
Among controls and cases, the R/r genotype (mainly p.R151C/p.V60L; p.R160W/p.R163Q) was found in about 
5% of subjects in association with phototypes II and III. 

None of the subjects, either cases or controls, carrying the R/other, R/+, r/other, r/+ genotypes had red hair or 
was phototype I, where by “other” we refer to non-R, non-r, non-wild-type MC1R variants. The vast majority of 
phototypes IV were +/+ subjects with a few r/+ (p.R163Q/+, p.V92M/+, p.V60L/+, and rarely p.F45L (new 
variant)/+). Mutations noted in the text with amino acid terminology are described also at the DNA level in Table 1 
below. 

Table 1:  MC1R Allele Frequencies in Melanoma Cases and Controls 
 
Nucleotide        Protein  

 
Controls (%) 

 
Cases (%) 

 
Reference where first described 

Wild-type Wild-type 65.1 54.9 - 
c.133T>C p.F45L   0.2 0.5 Present study 
c.178G>T (r)  p.V60L  16.3 16.8 Box NF et al., 1997 
c.247T>C p.S83P  0.0 0.2 John PR et al., 2002 
c.248C>T p.S83L  0.2 0.0 Present study 
c.252C>A p.D84E  0.0 0.2 Valverde P et al., 1995 
c.86_87insA  0.0 0.2 Flanagan N et al., 2000 
c.274G>A (r) p.V92M 2.6 4.7 Valverde P et al., 1995 
c.332C>T p.A111V  0.2 0.0 Present study 
c.359T>C p.I120T  0.0 0.2 Na GY et al., 2003 
c.364G>A p.V122M  0.0 0.2 Jimenez-Cervantes C et al.,2001 
c.425G>A (R) p.R142H  1.0 2.8 Box NF et al., 1997 
c.451C>T  (R) p.R151C  4.1 6.1 Box NF et al., 1997 
c.464T>C p.I155T  1.0 1.2 Bastiaens MT et al., 2001 
c.478C>T (R) p.R160W 2.6 4.9 Flanagan N et al., 2000 
c.479G>A p.R160Q  0.2 0.0 Present study 
c.488G>A (r) p.R163Q  2.9 2.5 Box NF et al., 1997 
c.520_523delGTC p.V174del  0.0 0.2 Present study 
c.637C>T p.R213W  0.0 0.5 Present study 
c.832A>G p.K278E  0.5 0.0 Bastiaens MT et al., 2001 
c.880G>C (R) p.D294H  2.9 3.7 Valverde P et al., 1995 
c.923C>T p.T308M  0.0 0.2 Present study 
c.943T>C p.C315R  0.2 0.0 Present study 

R= p.R142H, p.R151C, p.R160W, p.D294H; r=p.V60L, p.V92M, p.R163Q (Sturm et al., 2003a)MC1R cDNA sequence from 
GenBank (Accession number AF 326275) was used as areference sequence, where the A of the ATG translation initiation start 
site represents nucleotide +1. 

DISCUSSION 

Having found a total of 8 novel MC1R variants among Ligurian cases and controls, and 1 (p.V265I) among the 
relatives of red-haired volunteers, we can confirm that MC1R is highly polymorphic in our region despite the small 
size of our study samples. However, the most common variants described to date (Sturm, 2002) account for 
roughly 76.5% of those found in our sample collection. Previous studies examining variant MC1R alleles in 
relation to hair color have been consistent in finding that the red hair phenotype is generally a recessive trait 
although the influence of some variant alleles has varied among reports. Carriers of MC1R genotypes that are 
homozygote or compound heterozygote for R variants are generally red-haired, but because this is not always the 
case it is likely that other loci are involved in the expressivity of the trait (Sturm et al., 2003b). 

Despite the limitation of having small samples, some of our results seem to provide interesting indications. The 
very low frequency of red-haired individuals found among our general population seems to confirm previous 
anecdotal evidence. Screening of controls and melanoma cases unselected for hair color showed that in our region 
homozygosity for high penetrance MC1R variants is not necessarily associated with red hair. We attempted to 
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provide an explanation by screening red-haired individuals searching for different variants or combinations of 
known variants, but the presence in 2 subjects out of 17 of 2 novel variants for red hair (p.Y152X, 
c.520_523delGTC), one of which leads to a truncated protein,  was not sufficient to provide a satisfactory 
clarification. This result may suggest that other genes and their alleles involved in the regulation of human 
pigmentation could be specifically implicated in our region (Sturm et al., 2001). In other words, the influence of 
other genes could mask the recessive action of high-penetrance MC1R alleles and lead to the low frequency of at-
risk phototypes (i.e I-II maximum 27%), and this may contribute to the slightly lower occurrence and penetrance 
for melanoma seen in Liguria. Indeed, it has been suggested that mutations in the MC1R promoter may be 
important for normal pigmentation variation (Makova et al., 2001), and several other genes (alpha-MSH, TYRP1, 
TYRP2, SILV, P-gene) have been identified that are also likely to play a role in normal pigmentation variation, 
either by controlling the rate and type of melanin produced, or by exerting an effect on the melanin biosynthetic 
pathway (Sturm et al., 2001). In view of the features we identified in our small sample, the Ligurian population 
could be a useful pool to evaluate the role of those genes in modification of penetrance of at-risk phenotypes. 

Regarding variant p.F45L, which was detected among our melanoma cases, it is located in a region potentially 
important for receptor function (first TM fragment) (Prusis et al., 1997). Variant p.S83L is at a site that has already 
been described (John and Ramsay, 2002) but with different amino acid substitutions. It occurs in the second 
transmembrane region, which apparently plays a key role in the molecule as substitutions associated with red hair 
and fair skin in humans are found in this part of the molecule in the animal model (Marklund et al., 1996). Indeed 
we found this variant in a subject with phototype II. 

Variant p.A111V lies on the 4th intracellular loop, however the substitution from alanine to valine does not alter 
the non-polar side chain of this residue. Variant p.R160Q is also at a previously described site (Flanagan et al., 
2000), and we found it in association with fair skin and fair hair.  We suggest that it will similarly affect MC1R 
function by analogy to reports on variant p.R160W, which is known to be impaired in its ability to stimulate cAMP 
production (Schioth et al., 1999) and consistent with more recent genetic associations with red hair (Sturm et al., 
2003a).  

The deletion of amino acid 174 in the c.520_523delGTC variant could perhaps affect the function of the 
adjacent amino acids valine 173 and phenylalanine 175. Interestingly, a study on MC1R variants in non-melanoma 
skin cancer patients found the c.517_519delGTC variant, albeit with a very low frequency (Bastiaens et al., 2001) 
and phenylalanine 175 which has been proposed to be one of several aromatic receptor residues that could 
constitute a hydrophobic ligand binding pocket (Yang et al., 1997). 

Novel variant p.R213W lies in the 3rd intracellular loop, and replacement of residues present in the second half 
of the third intracellular loop have been found to result in an almost complete loss of functional response 
(Frandberg et al., 1998). Regarding variant p.V265I, found in a red-headed subject as a third variant along with 
p.Y152X and p.D294H, we are unable to say whether it is relevant in the context of the p.D294H background.  

As for p.T308M and p.C315R, they lie in a highly conserved region of the 4th intracellular domain (Rana et al., 
1999) and to date no amino acid changes have been described at that domain, only synonymous changes (p.F300F, 
p.T314T, p.S316S). This lack of data could be taken to indicate that the domain is of such critical importance that 
mutation is selected against. In particular, residue 308 has been hypothesized to be part of a motif that is relevant 
to recognition of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Chhajlani and Wikberg, 1992).  
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